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I. INTRODUCTION
The spectroscopy and dynamical behavior of the excited states of the carbon dioxide molecule and 'its cation have since long attracted the attention of experimentalists and theoreticians alike. A plethora of studies 'have revealed the complexity of processes occurring at almost every level in the molecule and in the ion; and although these investigations have often provided detailed insight in these processes, several unresolved questions persist.
The ground state of CO2 has a linear geometry (symmetry point group. Dmh) with an electronic configuration given by . ..(3a.)'(2a,)"(4a,) ' (3(+,)2( 1 T,)~( 1 rg)4 'x:g'. The molecule has 'three vibrational modes: the ag' symmetric C-O stretch o1 (1388.17 cm-'), the rrU degenerate bending o, (667.40 cm- ') , and the a,f asymmetric stretch os (2349.16 cm-') . ' The lower excited valence states are expected to arise ( ',3y,'*3x,f, ls3A.,), from the 1 rs-+2~, excitation and the 1 r a-5 Us excitation, which gives rise to the experimenta12-6 '1311E. semivalence states. Several and theoretical studies7-" have investigated the ordering and behavior of these states, in particular with respect to the bent geometry of the molecule expected in some cases.
The study of higher-lying excited states of CO, is considerably hindered by (pre)dissociative processes. Only recently Cossart-Magos et al. succeeded in performing a comprehensive study of excited states in the energy region from X7 600 cm-' up to the lowest ionic state X 'II, around 111201 cm-', resulting in the assignments of np and nf Rydberg series.12 From this study and accompanying theoretical work it could be concluded that the np Rydberg states are heavily predissociated by dissociative valence states, whereas the nf Rydberg series seem virtually unperturbed in comparison.
The four lowest ionic states of C02, viz., X 211,, A 'II B "Z:, and C "Zg', result from the removal of an electr:n out of the 1 rs , 1 n-u , 3a, , and 4~s orbital, respectively, and are all located within an energy range of 6 eV. As a result of spin-orbit interaction (160 cm-') the X 'I1, ionic state is split up into two components, the X 2111,3,2 and x "II g112 states, the former being the lowest in energy. For the present high-resolution photoelectron spectroscopy study the energies of the vibrational levels of the ion in the X 211, state are of utmost importance. In the following these levels will be denoted as 211, (u, ,u2 ,u3) , i.e., the vibrational level with ul, u2, and u3 vibrational quanta in the symmetric stretch, degenerate bend and asymmetric stretch vibrations with frequencies of 1244.27, 511.35, and 1423 .08 cm-', respectively.13T14 Then vibrational spectroscopy of the 211s state is complicated by a number of factors. First, the energy of the "II:,(O,O,l) level mentioned above has been adopted from the diode Iaser spectroscopy studies of Kawaguchi et aZ. I3 This value differs considerably from earlier values from He1 photoelectron spectroscopy. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] have shown that the %s (O,O,l) and zII,(0,0,2j vibrational levels exhibit a strong negative anharmonicity as a result of vibronic coupling of the X 2n11, and A 'IIU ionic states via the asymmetric stretch vibration. An assignment of the w3 vibrational levels on the basis of the harmonic approximation should consequently be viewed with caution. Secondly, in the lowest ionic state Renner-Teller coupling is active and splits every degenerate 211, (ul ,~2,~3) level into 2(u,+lj separate energy levels. ' Fluorescence studies of the Renner-Teller effect in the 2111g,,2,112 states have led to an accurate description as well as to precise energy values for the various shown that Fermi resonances between, e.g., the 'I&(11)440) Oppenheimer approximation.' Nevertheless, Renner-Teller and components of the 'l&(0,2,0) levels are important.
components of the 211 (O,l,O) level have been observed with The excited ionic states mentioned earlier have been variable intensity. 15-1#,21,41,45-47 Such transitions have been well characterized by fluorescence spectroscopy on the explained either in terms of a-vibronic coupling of the X 2H, ion'9'20 and by photoelectron spectroscopy. ' states via the w2 vibration,16*21.46.47 or through tion of the molecule by removal of an electron from the coupling with bent superexcited valence states.29*41*46,47 On bonding 1~~ orbital is accompanied by a large geometrical the other hand, in studies with tunable one-photon excitation change. As a result, the C-O internuclear distance in the and low-resolution (-100 meV) photoelectron spectroscopy A 'II, ionic state (1.2274 A) is considerably different from long vibrational progressions have been observed, which that in the X 21T, state (1.1769 A)?' In the A "IIII,-+X 2H, have been assigned to a single harmonic 21 'I,(u t ,O,O) profluorescence spectrum strong activity of the symmetric gression, possibly in combination with a weak 2H1,(v t , 1 ,O) stretching mode is therefore observed.= The B "s, ' and progression.33*39,43 These progressions are generally believed C "Z:g' ionic states, on the other hand, have internuclear dis-to result from electronic autoionization to the X %IR ionic tances which are comparable to the distance in the X 'II, state of neutral superexcited Rydberg states converging to the state. Accordingly, the B 'Z, '+X 211, fluorescence spec-A 'II B 2Z1+ and C 2c + ionic limits. trum shows a strong O-O transition with limited vibrational T% studi; discusse&suntil now are all concerned with activity. I9 HeI and NeI p hotoelectron studies of the ionic excitation of the relevant excited states with one photon. It is states by ionization from the neutral ground state exhibit well known that the selection rules for multiphoton excitasimilar behavior, i.e., long progressions in wt on ionization tion differ considerably from the ones for one-photon excito the A 211U ionic state and dominant O-O transitions on tation, enabling the study of excited states which are not ionization to the B '2, ' and C "2: states.15-'8*21,22 accessible with one-photon spectroscopy. Resonance en-The Rydberg series of neutral superexcited states con-hanced multiphoton ionization in combination with photoverging to the A 211U, B "XT, and C '2: excited ionic limelectron spectroscopy (REMPI-PES) offers the additional adits are denoted by R, , R, , and R,, respectively. In the R, vantage that one can determine in which electronic, series an electron is excited from the 1 rU bonding orbital. As vibrational and, under favorable circumstances, even rotaa consequence of the change in the C-O bonding distance tional levels the ion is left upon ionization. Such information various Rydberg series have been observed which converge is of fundamental importance for the spectroscopy of the to the A "II,(v: =0-7) ionic limits.'4 These series, known excited resonant state as well as for the study of dynamical in literature as the Tanaka-Ogawa (TO) (n,u t) series, prob-processes occurring in these states. Photoelectron spectrosably arise from the excitation of a l?r, electron to an nsog copy allows for detailed investigations of processes such as orbital.25*26 Excitation of a 30; electron gives rise to the RB autoionization and (pre)dissociation occurring in the ioniza-Rydberg series. Two Rydberg series, the Henning sharp tion step of a REMPI experiment, since these processes have (3a,~nd7rg) and the Henning diffuse (3cr,-+nsag) series, a profound influence on the-electronic, vibrational and rotahave been observed for u , =O and 1.24,27 The assignments of tional branching ratios in the photoelectron spectrum. these series have been taken from Fridh et al.,26 but fluores-Despite the obvious advantages of REMPI-PES CO2 has cence polarization studies indicate that the assignment of the for a long time resisted studies by this kind of spectroscopy. Henning sharp series might be incorrect, as the Rydberg lev-Only recently a (3 + 1) REMPI experiment has been reported els were shown to be of '2: symmetry. '8 Furthermore, it is in which the states arising from the lrrg-+3paU and noticed that the original n principal quantum number assignments have been revised by McCulloh.29 Finally, excitation 1 rrs-+p1JI' (n =4,5) excitations were investigated.48-52 The photoelectron-energy-dependent low-resolution photoelecof a 4~s electron results in the R, Rydberg states. For these states three series, known as the Tanaka-Jursa-LeBlanc absorption, weak absorption, and emission series have been assigned3' Dynamic processes occurring in the R, , R, , and R, states have been studied extensively using mainly onephoton excitation in combination with various detection techniques."8,29.31-44 One of the important conclusions drawn from these studies is that these superexcited states are very strongly subject to competing electronic autoionization and neutral dissociation processes.
In studies of the X 2111, ionic state by conventional He1 and NeI photoelectron spectroscopy, '5-'8'21 as well as in studies by threshold photoelectron spectroscopy,41,45-47 the observed vibrational activity is mainly concentrated near the vibrationless origin. Ionization pathways from the vibrationless ground state of CO2 in which the ion is left in the X 211, ionic state with an odd number of vibrational quanta in the degenerate bending vibration o2 or in the asymmetric stretch vibration ws are strictly forbidden within the Bom-tron spectra obtained for ionization via these states showed unexpectedly long vibrational progressions, which were assigned to dominantly the wt symmetric stretch vibration in the case of the 3p resonances, and the w3 asymmetric stretch vibration for the 4f resonances. The process responsible for these progressions was suggested to arise from autoionization during molecular dissociation of neutral superexcited states at the four-photon level. In the excitation spectra strong sharp resonances could be observed which were attributed to resonance enhancement by neutral superexcited Rydberg states at the four-photon level. The photoelectron spectra obtained via these resonances seemed to suggest a termination of the ionization process on the C "2: ionic state after a five-photon absorption from the neutral ground state.
In the present study we investigate the (21T,3,2,1,&zf, n=4-13 Rydberg states of CO:! by one-and two-color three-photon resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization combined with photoelectron-energy-independent high-resolution (15 meV) photoelectron spectroscopy and massresolved ion detection. As a result of the high resolution in the present photoelectron spectra it will become clear that assignments and conclusions obtained in previous (3+ 1) REMPI-PES studies should be revised. It will be shown that the vibrational activity observed in the photoelectron spectra varies considerably with the excitation wavelength and may involve long vibrational progressions in the symmetric stretch vibration up to u 'r -16 , as well as strong activity of odd levels of the degenerate bending vibration w2 and the asymmetric stretch vibration w3. Two-color excitation REMPI-PES spectra, in which the four-photon level is probed while the three-photon energy is kept constant, demonstrate independently that the appearance of the photoelectron spectra is to a major extent determined by autoionization processes occurring at the four-photon level. In our study REMPI processes, which will be shown to derive from atomic fragments, have also been observed. Most notably these processes concern the oxygen atom in its 2s22p4 'Dh state, which is identified as a photodissociation product by hitherto unobserved (3 + 1) REMPI via excited states above the lowest ionization energy.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
In the present study two different spectrometers have been used: a "magnetic bottle" electron spectrometer with an effusive sample inlet system, and a mass-resolved ion spectrometer fitted with a molecular beam expansion.
The "magnetic bottle" electron spectrometer has been described previously?3 Briefly, laser light from a nanosecond laser system is focused into the electron spectrometer by means of a 25 mm focal length quartz lens. A similar lens on the other side of the spectrometer provides the possibility to perform two-color experiments by focusing a second laser beam, counterpropagating to the first one, into the ionization region. Half of the electrons produced in a laser shot are parallelized in a strongly diverging magnetic field and analyzed with respect to their kinetic energies in a 50 cm long flight tube. The signal from a pair of microchannel plates is further amplified by a home-built preamplifier and connected to a transient digitizer, which can be read out by a microcomputer for further analysis. A 15 meV energy resolution full width at half maximum (FWHM) at all electron kinetic energies can be obtained by applying a retarding voltage on a grid in the flight tube. In the present study accurate absolute electron energy positions have been obtained by calibrating the system regularly using the well-known lower spin-orbit ionic states of atomic krypton. Application of appropriate voltages to two grids surrounding the ionization region of the spectrometer allows for mass-resolved ion detection, albeit with a lower detection efficiency than in the case of eiectron detection.54 CO? gas (99.996%, Matheson, used without purification) was introduced into the spectrometer with typical pressures of low3 mbar in the ionization region and 8X 10v6 mbar in the flight tube. The background pressure of the system is 2X low7 mbar.
The experimental setup of the ion spectrometer has also been described before?5 In this spectrometer the sample is introduced into the ionization region by a supersonic jet expansion, resulting in a significant rotational cooling of the molecules. Ions produced at the intersection of the expansion and the focused laser beam are extracted by home-built ion optics and mass-analyzed by a quadrupole system. Optimal cooling is generally achieved by expanding a mixture of a few percent of the sample in helium or argon. Under these conditions the CO: signal was, however, not large enough to perform experiments with a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio. We have therefore chosen to expand pure COZ, resulting in rotational temperatures of about 40 K, which is still consid-erably~ lower than the temperature achieved in the-effusive beam setup of the "magnetic bottle" spectrometer described earlier. As a result, the peak positions of the resonant molecular features could be determined more accurately. To produce sufficient CO, signal it proved necessary to position the laser focus as close as possible to the nozzle orifice, which resulted in reduced mass selectivity because of charge transfer processes occurring in this high pressure region of the expansion. The nanosecond laser system starts from a XeCl excimer laser (Lumonics HyperEx-460) operating at a 30 Hz repetition rate, providing typically 170 mJ in a 10 ns pulse. The excimer laser pumps a dye laser (Lumonics HyperDye-500) operating on Coumarin 540A. Subsequent frequency doubling is achieved by an angle-tuned BBO crystal in a frequency doubler (Lumonics HyperTrak-1000). The energy per UV pulse (energy width ~0.14 cm-') used in the present study on CO2 was nearly always close to the maximum value of about 1.5 mJ per pulse. The power is adjusted carefully to avoid space charge effects in the laser focus.
In the present study we have also performed two-color excitation experiments. In these experiments the excimer laser beam is split by a 0.6/0.4 beamsplitter. One of the beams pumps the Lumonics HyperDye-500 dye laser as described before, the remaining beam now pumps a second dye laser (Lumonics HyperDye-300) operating on Rhodamine 6G. This dye laser is frequency doubled in an autotracker system (INRAD II) using an angle tuned KDP crystal. The timing of the two UV dye laser pulses is checked using a fast photodiode. In some experiments a picosecond laser system has been used. This system has been described in detail previouslys4 and will not be discussed here.
III. RESULTS

A. Molecular excitation spectra
The (3f 1) REMPI excitation spectrum of CO2 in the one-photon range 34 500-37 000 cm-' has been investigated. This range, corresponding at the three-photon level to 103 500-I 11000 cm-', has been examined previously in a one-photon absorption study12 and partly by (3+1) REMPI.48-52 In one-photon absorption the nf Rydberg series have been observed up to high values of the principal quantum number IZ (n=~32), but the previous (3 + 1) REMPI studies have only reported the excitation spectra of the 4f and 5f members. From these studies the resonance energies of the nf Rydberg series are well known and the dominant reso-Dobber, Buma, and de Lange: Rydberg states of carbon dioxide FIG. 1. Three-photon excitation spectrum of the (211,s,2,1,2)4f vibrationless origins using electron detection (upper trace) and ion detection (lower trace!. The. sharp peaks on the high-energy side derive from (2+ 1) REMPI of atomic carbon. trances in our excitation spectra can consequently be easily assigned to the (211,s,2)~.f and ("II181,2)nf Rydberg series of CO2 with n=4-13.
Selected parts of the excitation spectrum are shown in Figs. 1-4 which correspond to the excitation spectra of the 4f to 7f members, respectively. These spectra have not been corrected for changes in the dye gain, but since the parts shown in the figures cover relatively small wavelength regions, and since they have not been recorded at the edge of the dye gain curve, the excitation power within the four individual spectra can be assumed to be constant. Figures l-4 consist of two parts: The upper traces have been recorded in the electron spectrometer collecting all generated electrons, while the lower traces have been.obtained using the quadrupole mass-spectrometer in combination with the molecular beam apparatus. The lower traces show considerable rotational cooling, resulting in narrower molecular CO2 features when compared to the upper traces, thus allowing for a more accurate determination of the peak positions. Partially resolved rotational structures can be observed in the 4f and 5f excitationspectra. These structures disappear in the 6f spec-35600 Photon energy (cm? PIG. 2. Three-photon excitation spectrum of the (211,s,2,t,2j5f vibration-PIG. 4. Threephoton excitation spectrum of the ("IIg3&2)7f vibrationless origins using eIect.ron detection (upper trace) and ion detection (lower less origins using electron detection (upper trace 4~2) and ion detection trace). The eight sharp peaks in the right half of the spectrum derive from (lower trace 4a and 4bj. The (2111,s,2)7f origin state shows partially re-(2+ 1) REMPI of atomic carbon.
solved rotational structures, which are enhuged in 4b.
3: 591 1 00 36050 Photon energy (cm') 36200 PIG. 3. Three-photon excitation spectrum of the (211,,,2,,,2j6f vibrationless origins and the (211,s,2,t,a) f a 5 1 * levels using electron detection (upper trace) and ion detection (lower trace). The sharp peak'at 36 029.5 cm-' derives from (2+ 1) REMPI of atomic carbon, while the peaks on the highenergy side of the spectrum result from (3+ 1) REMPI of atomic oxygen. trum, in which only the rotational envelope is seen. The 7f excitation spectrum, on the other hand, shows once again resolved rotational structure. The positions of the resonant nf features as obtained with the quadrupole mass spectrometer are given in Table 1 . These positions are in good agreement with previous results. Several weak resonances, which can be assigned to o, = 1 vibrational levels of the 4f, 5f, and 6f states, have also been observed. The positions of these resonances are listed as well in Table. 1 and are in good agree- ~'~, , , 2Kf ment with the one-photon work-of In agreement with earlier RFMPI studies we find that rather high laser powers (in the order of 0.5 mJ per pulse) have to be used to observe the nf resonances. 'm!$~, 2j4f, (2~, 3~2, '~I, ~2j5f, and (2fl, 3d6f resonances are relatively strong. However, in the high-energy part of the excitation spectrum [( 'IIg tj2) 6f and higher members] it is extremely difficult to produce a signal and, as a consequence, very high laser powers (in the order of '1.5 mI per pulse) have to be used. In this very high-power laser-field several secondary processes, not observed for REMPI via the lower nf states, may become important in the case of the higher nf states (vide infra).
Excitation spectra have also been measured using the "magnetic bottle" spectrometer in the mass-resolved ion detection mode, by which Cf, O+, CO', and CO,' ions could be observed. When the O+, CO', and CO; .ions are monitored over the nf resonances of CO, similar spectra as in Figs. 1-4 are obtained. It is seen that the ratio CO+/CO: becomes larger as n increases, in agreement with earlier observations.48V51 In these studies very small O+ ion yields were measured, whereas we observe on the (2TI,3,2,1&nf Rydberg resonances an Of production which is typically one order of magnitude larger. At high n the CO: ion signal becomes small, but it is nevertheless always clearly visible.
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The ratio CO+/O+ is about constant for all nf states measured in the present study. In contrast to the wavelength dependence observed for the O+,, CO+, and CO: ions, the Cf signal only follows the nf resonances of CO2 to a very limited extent. Similar excitation spectra as recorded with nanosecond laser excitation have been obtained using picosecond laser excitation. In these experiments, in which a 3 ps laser pulse with significantly higher peak power is employed, excitation spectra obtained using either electron or ion detection are again comparable. The main difference between the nanosecond and picosecond results is found in the fragmentation ratios. Typical ion yields in, e.g., the (21'I,3,2j6f ion spectrum obtained with nanosecond excitation are CO: :COf:0+=0.13:0.73:0.14, while picosecond excitation results in the yields 0.50:0.35:0.15. We thus observe that with picosecond excitation considerably less fragmentation occurs, while also the ratio of CO+ to O+ ions is changed dramatically.
In the one-photon absorption study of Cossart-Magos et a1.,12 several ns, np, and nd Rydberg states have been assigned in the energy region of the present study, whereas the 3p Rydberg states have been observed in (3f 1) REMPI in a different energy region..48,51 We have not observed Rydberg series other than the nf series, which might indicate that their predissociation rates are higher than for the nf Rydberg states. Neither have we observed resonant features in the excitation spectra that can be attributed to one-, two-, or four-photon resonant transitions.
Carbon atom resonances and background peaks
In a previous REMPI study the various sharp resonant features on the high-energy side of the 4f and 5f resonances of CO? have been attributed to neutral CO, states above the lowest ionization limit in a resonant process requiring four photons.4gV50 In agreement with this study we have observed these sharp resonances as well, as can be seen in Figs. 1 and 2. However, we have assigned these features to (2+1) REMPI of carbon atoms, i.e.; a secondary process, on the basis of the following considerations.
(1) The observed transition energies of the peaks close to the CO, 4f. and 5f resonances are in excellent agreement with the calculated energies from the atomic 2s22p" 3P~,,~5i-t2s'2p3p 3D; 2,3 transitions and the atomic 2~2~" 3PG,l,z++2s22p3p 3Pg,1,, transitions, respectively.56-58 The first manifold of transitions has been studied with (2+1) REMPI previously,59 but me second manifold has never been observed-before with multiphoton excitation. The peak positions -mea-sured in both the quadrupole setup and the electron spectrometer are in good agreement, and are given in Table II together with their assignments. (2) Using the electron spectrometer in mass-resolved ion mode confirms that ions with m/e =12 are responsible for the sharp features. 2s"2p2 3P;_ii2s22p3p C3D;r, "P;,) -+2s22p 2p;,2,3,2(2+ l) ionization process in atomic carbon. The kinetic energy of the electrons is about 1.699 eV for the carbon resonances near the CO, 4f resonances, depending a little (25 meV) on the transition and the excitation energy, and about 2.006 eV at the carbon resonances near the COz. 5.f resonances. In the previous REMPI-PES study the photoelectron spectrum of the sharp structure near the 4f resonance was reported to show a single peak at 1.994 eV.5035* The reason for this discrepancy is not clear at present, but may have resulted from a less accurate calibration of the absolute kinetic energy in the previous study. Several other carbon atom (2+ 1) REMPI transitions out of the 2s22p2 3Pt,l,2 and especially the 2s"2p2 'Dh states have also been observed in the present study, some of which to our knowledge have never been observed before using REMPI. All transition energies and assignments are given in Table II . The 2s22p4f atomic carbon states are best described in an intermediate coupling scheme. The labels L(R)J,3,2 in Table II have been taken  from Johansson." If the suggested carbon atom assignments are accepted, next question concerns the source of the atoms in the ^ ^ ^ ^. 2s%Zpz 'Pg,l,z ground and the 2st2pL 'Dh first excited state. As mentioned before, when the yield of C+ ions is monitored as a function of the wavelength, an excitation spectrum is observed that is completely different from the spectra observed monitoring Of, CO+, or CO: ions. Moreover, it turns out that the carbon atom resonances near the 4f state of CO2 are present with virtually identical intensity when no CO, gas is admitted into the spectrometer and the pressure drops to the background pressure. All other carbon atom resonances decrease in intensity only by about 10% when the CO,-gas inlet is closed. It therefore seems that the presence of the carbon atoms is hardly correlated with CO,. Possibly most of the C(3Pg,,,2) and C('Dz) atoms are produced by fragmentation of large organic molecules (e.g., pump oil) present in the ionization chamber. Nevertheless, the photoelectron spectra obtained for ionization of CO, via the (211g3/2,1,2)nf Rydberg states (vi& infra) show that a small fraction of C(3P$,,,,) atoms is produced by fragmentation of COP. In these photoelectron spectra distinct peaks are present, which can be attributed to the ionization of C ("Pg,,,,) to the Cf(TP';,z,,,2) ionic manifold, and which disappear completely when no CO, gas is present in the spectrometer.
Other background gases like O2 or N2 might interfere with our CO, measurements at high laser power as well, e.g., 02 shows a very strong X 3Z;(~n=0) -++c 3SO,$ "II (u'=2) (2+1) REMPI transition at the resonance wavelEngth for excitation of the 4f Rydberg states of C0,.6°-63 Fortunately, the 4f Rydberg states are relatively strong as well, so that with the laser power used to investigate these states the signals due to O2 are only minor. Additionally, we have inspected this O2 resonance in a follow-up study using pure O2 to conlirm earlier conclusions which indicated that electrons produced via this transition have kinetic energies below 0.9 eV6' Since photoelectrons produced in the ionization via the 4f Rydberg states of CO, have kinetic energies considerably larger than 0.9 eV, we conclude that this 0s transition does not interfere with our results on these states. We have further confirmed that other 0, resonances in the wavelength region investigated by us, e.g., the transitions to the C 3sag3111,( u ' = 3,4) levels,62 similarly do not disturb our results on COZ.
In our excitation spectra obtained with mass-resolved ion detection a strong signal at m/e=28 is observed. This signal has to a large extent the same excitation spectrum as CO, and would therefore logically be assigned to CO+. However, since Nz has the same m/e ratio, part of the signal might also be due to ionization of background N2. We have confirmed in a separate study on pure Na, however, that Nz ions and electrons deriving from ionization of N, do not interfere with our COZ measurements in the present wavelength region, even though several strong resonant features of N, are present.a4-66 CO is interesting from another point of view, since it may be produced by dissociation of CO, or CO:. It is well known that dissociation products need not be in their electronic, vibrational, or rotational ground states. In order to investigate whether our wavelength or photoelectron spectra reveal the presence of CO in its X '2 + (u ' = 0) ground state, produced by the photodissociation of CO2 or CO:, we have recorded the REMPI and photoelectron spectra of pure CO in the wavelength region of the current study on CO,. The strongest resonances of CO in this region are the X lIi$i(~"=O)-++A 'II(u'=3,4) (2f2) REMPI transitions. TheX lS'(~"=O)-+-+A 'II(v'=1,2,3j transitions have been investigated in a previous study.67 Additionally, we have measured the photoelectron spectra for ionization via several of these CO transitions. From the excitation and photoelectron spectra it can be concluded that in our measurements on CO, signals deriving from CO X tZ '(u"=O) are not observed. However, this does not exclude the generation of CO via photodissociation of CO, or CO: in the wavelength region of the present study, since ionization of CO X ' 2 '(u" = 0) produced from photodissociation might require too many photons to be observed or CO might be produced in electronically and vibrationally excited states.
C. Oxygen atom resonances
Atomic oxygen is one of the possible photodissociation products of COs. Recently Pratt et al. have reported transitions which probe the oxygen atom in its excited 2.~~2~~ 'Dh state via two-photon transitions to the even 2s"2p33p' 'PT and 2s22p33p' energy.68 'F; levels above the first ionization After population of these states, two processes might occur: either "LS-coupling forbidden" autoioniza- tion into the 2s"2p3 4Sz,2 ionization continuum, i.e., the autoionization process proceeds via spin-spin, spin-orbit, or other interactions, or absorption of one extra photon followed by ionization into one of the 2s"2p3 2D';,2,512 ionization continua. The 'Pf state showed only autoionization into the 'Ss" 312 continuum, while the 'F; state showed both processes. For the IF; state the extra photon absorption process could be enhanced by increasing the laser power, so that at the maximum laser power used in that study both processes had comparable intensities.
In our experiments on CO, we have observed several three-photon transitions starting from the 2s'2p" '05 state of the oxygen atom to odd states above the lowest ionization energy. The excitation spectrum of these states obtained using kinetic energy resolved electron detection is shown in Fig. 5(a) . Mass-resolved ion detection confirms that these resonances originate from atomic oxygen. Excitation of a 2p electron from 2s"2p4 '0s into the 3d' orbital results in five singlet states:69'70 'Sg , 'Pp , 'Di, IF; , and 'Gi. Figure 5(a) consists of two parts. The right part has been measured with relatively low laser power and shows the 3d' 'Fz and 3d ' '0; states. The left part, observed with higher laser power shows the 3d' *Sg and 3d ' ' Gz states, as well as some extra structure that may derive from the 3d' 'P'; level.!' The peak positions and assignments are given in Table III . These states have never been observed before using REMPI, and like the 3~' states measured by Pratt et al.,68 they may be ' 'S+2s22p3 'D;,,,,,, 36130 
used for monitoring the presence of the oxygen atom in the 2s"2p4 '05 state using three-photon absorption, but in a different wavelength region than the two-photon absorption to the 3p' states. The photoelectron spectrum obtained for ionization via the 3d' IFi level is shown in Fig. 5 The photoelectron spectrum shows subsequent ionization into the 2s22p3 4s;,2 ionization continuum, i.e., a (2fl) REMPI process. The assignment of this resonance would imply a spin-forbidden transition, which can only occur if singlet character is mixed into the wave function of the triplet states. Similar mixing has been suggested previously for higher energy levels.6g*70
All resonances of the oxygen atom listed in Table III disappear completely when no CO, gas is introduced into the spectrometer. Unlike the carbon atom, the oxygen atoms do not result therefore from ionization of background gases, but are produced by the dissociation of CO, or CO:.
The O(2s"2p4 'Dh) fragment can be produced at all photon levels except the first, as the lowest dissociation limit leading to this atom with CO in its X ix+ (v"=Oj ground state is only 7.420 eV above the ground state of C02. Very high quantum yields for O('D$) have been observed for onephoton excitation in a region corresponding to the twophoton energy of the present study?2*73 If the production of O('Ds would occur at our two-photon level, we would have to conclude that the accompanying CO fragment is not observed, because ionization of CO X '2' requires too many photons to be detectable.
Resonances originating from the 2s"2p4 3PE,,,2 ground state of the oxygen atom have not been observed in our ex-citation spectra, even though several three-photon allowed Rydberg series are present in the energy region of thepresent study.5* The odd triplet series converging to the lowest 4S&2 ionization limit, i.e., the ns 3Sp, nd 3D';,2,3 and ng 3G& series are allowed in three-photon absorption, and subsequent absorption of an additional photon should ionize the atom into the 45;" 312 continuum. No electrons deriving from ionization of oxygen atoms have been observed in the photoelectron spectra of CO, that can be attributed to ionization of the triplet ground state into the 'S& continuum. From these observations it can be concluded that below the threephoton level no oxygen atoms are produced in their 3P$,1,2 ground state, since otherwise the aforementioned resonances to the triplet states should have been observed. If such atoms would result from dissociation processes at higher photon levels, they are unlikely to be observed in the present experiments. They would probably only be generated via the CO, C2ng3,2,1,2>nf resonances, at which energies a subsequent ionization of O(3P@ o,1,2) would be a nonresonant four-photon process.
D. Phdtoelectron spectra
In the preceding section photoelectron spectra have been used to confirm the assignments of atomic carbon and oxygen signals. Here we will be concerned with the (3f 1) REMPI photoelectron spectra of CO2 obtained for ionization via the CO2 molecular nf Rydberg states for n=4-7. These photoelectron spectra and partial assignments are shown in Figs. 6-14. The kinetic energy resolution of the electrons in the present study is about 15 meV (FWHM), but the positions of the peaks can be determined with an accuracy of about 7 meV. The lowest ionic state of CO:! (X 211,) is located 13.776 eV above the ground state. '5'16,18,41,45_47 The splitting between the two spin-orbit components ("l&3,2 and 2111,,,2) has been determined to be 20 meV. '4-16,18-2*,41,45,46 With the present resolution it is therefore possible to distinguish between these two spin-orbit components in the photoelectron spectra. In agreement with the assignments of Cossart-Magos et al. l2 all nf Rydberg states having a 'i'Ig3,z core only show the lowest spin-orbit component in their photoelectron spectra, while Rydberg states with ZIIIgllZ cores only show the upper component. A first inspection of the photoelectron spectra of Figs. 6-14 shows that most spectra contain a great number of resolved peaks covering a kinetic energy region of at least 2 eV. A small number of these peaks can be attributed to ionization of the carbon atom, in particular in the photoelectron spectra recorded near carbon resonances in the excitation spectrum (see Table II ).
Since the mass-resolved ion spectra only show minor CO: signals and larger C', O+, and CO+ signals, part of the photoelectrons might be assumed to result from ionization processes of neutral fragments produced via dissociation of CO? or CO:. Oxygen atoms resulting from the photodissociation of COZ or CO: may be in either the 2s"2p4 3Pgs1,2 triplet ground state or in one of the 2s'2p4 '0; or 'Sg lower excited states. Ionizati& from these states requires the absorption of at least four photons. In the preceding section we have concluded that there is no indication in the excitation and photoelectron spectra for oxygen atoms in their triplet ground state. These same spectra, on the other hand, clearly showed the presence of oxygen atoms in the 2s22p4 ID4 state. Alternatively, (pre)dissociation-of CO2 has been shown34p74 to produce oxygen atoms in several higher excited states, e.g., 2s'2p33p 3Pi,1,2 and 2s22p33s 3Sy, which can be ionized by one-or two-photon absorption, leaving the O+ ion in the 2s22p3 4S$2 or 2s22p3 2D&2 5,2 ionic states. As a result of the large ritimber of energetically allowed transitions some individual peaks in the spectra of Figs. 6-14 could be attributed to ionization of the oxygen atom. Inspection of the assignments and the photoelectron peaks that are then left unaccounted for, however, shows that these assignments do not lead to a consistent picture. In the same way it is energetically possible that highly excited carbon atoms are created which are subsequently ionized by one extra photon into the 2P0 l/2,3/2 ionization continua, but similar to the case of the oxygen atom a consistent overall assignment can not be obtained in this way.
In the preceding section we investigated the possibility that CO is produced in its X *Z '(v"=O) ground stat&, and concluded that the excitation and photoelectron spectra d0 not reveal the presence of this species in the excitation spectra or in the photoelectron spectra. Several one-photon VUV studies on CO2 have shown, however, that photodissociation of CO, may well produce CO molecules which are electronically, vibrationally and rotationally highly excited.3'*34Y35938*44*75-77 These states can subsequently be ionized to different electronic, vibrational and rotational levels of the CO+ ion by a number of photons which ranges from 1-5, depending upon the specific excited and ionic states. Nevertheless, we conclude that such ionization processes are not responsible for the majority of the photoelectron peaks in the spectra of Figs. 6-14. This conclusion is based on the following observations. First, in order to investigate whether electrons are observed from ionization of excited CO, we have calculated the kinetic energies of electrons associated with ionization of the L' =0-8 vibrational levels of the X '8+, a 3111r, a' 3Z+, d 3ALi, e 32-, A 'II, I 's-, and D 'A states of CO to the u '=O-8 vibrational levels of both the X '2,' ionic ground state and the A *II;
first electronically excited state of CO+. The level energies and W, and o,x, parameters have been adopted from Huber and Herzberg.78 This procedure results in a vast number of predicted electron energies, but a consistent assignment of large groups of electron peaks in the photoelectron spectra of Figs. 6-14 cannot be obtained in this way. Secondly, the photoelectron spectra recorded with picosecond excitation are very similar to the spectra observed using nanosecond excitation, even though the mass-resolved ion spectra obtained with picosecond excitation show a considerably smaller CO+/CO: ratio than the spectra recorded.with nanosecond excitation.
On the basis of the aforementioned considerations we believe that the electron peaks shown in Figs. 6-14 do not result from ionization of the dissociation products of CO? such as C, 0, or CO, but from ionization of CO, itself. The peaks form long vibrational progressions that are seen to extend to over 1.5 eV in some cases (see, for example, Figs. 7, 11, and 13 ). This has also been reported in an earlier REMPI-PES study on the 4f and 5f Rydberg states of co2 .5l
Ionization of CO? via the ("n,3,2,1,2)nf Rydberg states would normally be expected to terminate on the rovibronic levels of the X 21Tg3,2i1,2 ionic state. Indeed, no electron peaks corresponding to ionization to the excited A 'IIu, B '2 + and C 2C ' states, whose excitation energies are well ~ow~'lS,16.18-20.4~46 are observed in the present study. The photoelectron peaks in Figs. 6-14 should consequently be ascribed to ionization to vibrational levels of the X *1T, ground i&ic'State. Assignment of these peaks is hampered by the relatively limited knowledge on vibrational levels with energies which exceed 0.4 eV. As the vibrational state density in the ion increases rapidly with higher vibrational excitation, it therefore becomes progressively more difficult to assign photoelectron peaks in this energy region, while at the same time the possibility to compare the assignments with other studies becomes minimal. The assignment of the peaks in the photoelectron spectra shown in Figs. 6-14 are given in Tab!es IY-XII.
Photoelectron peaks near the origin-can be confidently assigned, bearing the aforementioned ---r 1:75 2.15 3:75
Electron kinetic energy (eV) FIG. 6. Photoelectron spectrum obtained at the ('IT,,,,) 4f origin transition at a one-photon energy of 3.4 73 1 cm -I. The photoelectron peak labeled 5 is discussed in the text. The assignments of the photoelectron peaks are given in '&,t,2(v~ ,0,2) , present in all five spectra, have been labeled. The assignments of the photoelectron peaks are given in Table V. remarks in mind, but for vibrational excitations exceeding 0.4 eV peaks can be assigned to-various 21T, (v r ,u2 ,us) combinations. From these possible assignments the most consistent ones have been chosen on the basis of the following criteria.
First, for all members of the nf Rydberg series in CO, we observe core preservation in the vibrationless origin photoelectron peak, and core preservation was therefore main- The photoelectron peaks lahavior. The photoelectron peak labeled 5 is discussed in the text. The as-beled 1 and 3-5 are discussed in the text. The assignments of the photosignments of the photoelectron peaks are given in Table VI. electron peaks are given in Table VIII. 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 Electron kinetic energy (e.V) I. PIG. 9 . Photoelectron spectrum obtained at the (2T&3,2)5f origin transition at a one-photon energy of 35 562 cm-'. The photoelectron peaks labeled 1-5 are discussed in the text. The assignments of the photoelectron peaks are given in Table VII. tamed in the assignment of the entire vibrational progression in a specific photoelectron spectrum. Secondly, it should be realized that transitions involving an odd number of quanta in the nontotally symmetric vibrations o2 (degenerate bend) and W, (asymmetric stretch) in the X 'II, ground ionic state are formally forbidden.' This selection rule has been taken into consideration in the assignments of the photoelectron spectra, but in some cases photoelectron peaks can only be assigned if this selection rule is violated, for example, the (O,l,O) vibration in Fig. 7 (Table V) and the (O,O,l) vibration in Fig. 8 (Table VI) . Finally, in the photoelectron kinetic energy region corresponding to highly rovibronically excited ions in the X 21i, ground ionic state, the photoelectron peaks are preferably fitted into vibrational progressions as much as possible. For example, the assignment of a photoelectron peak to (4,0,0) is reinforced if the (3,0,0) and (5,0,0) vibrations can also be assigned in the same photoelectron spectrum.
In the present study the resolution is insufficient to discriminate between close-lying Renner-Teller states within the u2= 1 or v2=2 manifolds like ~2~~r,2, 'AUs12, and 2&3/29 ~%ii,2 in u2= 1 and P 'l&2, 1/2, "*,7,2 and 2Qg~,2, !-0 PIG. 11. Photoelectron spectrum obtained at the (211,,,2)6f origin transition at a one-photon energy of 36 013 cm-'. The photoelectron peak labeled 3 is discussed in the text. The two main progressions 2fI13,2(u: ,O,O) and 211r3,2(v: ,0,2) have also been labeled. The assignments of the photoelectron peaks are given in Table IX. 2&l/2,3/2 in u2=2. As indicated in the assignments, it is, however, possible in some cases to discriminate between the lower 2(3) and the upper 2(3) Renner-Teller components in the u2=1(2) states, because these groups are separated by approximately the spin-orbit splitting of the X alI, ionic state (20 meV).
The photoelectron spectrum of the ('II,,,,j4f state shown in Fig. 7 is one of the most complicated spectra, and its assignment procedure will therefore be described as a representative example for the other photoelectron spectra. The photoelectron spectra of the (2n,,,2)4.f state have been recorded with identical laser powers at different positions in the excitation spectrum of the (21i,1,2)4f (see also Fig. 1) . Apart from the trivial fluctuations in integrated intensity, it is observed that the vibrational activity changes dramatically in going from low to high excitation energy in Fig. 7 . Two photoelectron peaks can easily be assigned: the highest energy peak corresponds in all traces to the vibrationless X21-I R1,2 origin, while'the peak around 1.7 eV can be attributed to atomic carbon. The carbon signal is present in the CO, photoelectron spectra because of the near-lying atomic origin transition at a one-photon energy of 36 065 cm-'. The peaks labeled l-5 are discussed in the text. The assignments of the photoelectron peaks are given in Table X . PIG. 14. Photoelectron spectrum obtained at the ('DI,t12j7f origin transition at a one-photon energy of 36 340 cm-'. The photoelectron peaks labeled l-5 are discussed in the text. The assignments of the photoelectron peaks are given in Table XII . electron spectra as well, but inspection of the photoelectron spectra shows that such is not the case. The (2nI,3,2j7f state, on the other hand, also shows o2 activity in the photoelectron spectrum on the high-energy side of the partially resolved rotational contour.
value obtained for xl1 is of the same order as the xl1 value for the ground state of C02, which amounts to -0.5X low3 eV.19
The intense peak at a vibrational energy of 0.387 eV can readily be assigned to 211,,,,(0,0,2). Combining this peak with the 217s112( u ,O,O) progression reveals a second pro-, gression, viz., 'II g1,2(u1 ,0,2). These two progressions dominate the lower two traces in Fig. 7 and are present as well in the other three traces..
The middle trace of Fig. 7 shows peaks close to the 'KI1,,,,(O,O,O) origin which can be assigned to the 'II~,,,(O,l,O) vibration. The intensity of these peaks can be as large as or even larger than the intensity of the origin peak, as can be seen in the upper two traces of Fig. 7 . The remaining peaks in the upper three traces of Fig. 7 can be attributed to 'II,,,,(v t ,l,O) and 211,1,,(u1,1,2) progressions. Some members of these progressions are observed to coincide with members of the 211,1,,(v1 ,O,O) and "II,U2(u t ,0,2) progressions, which may give rise to variations in the intensities.
When we compare the above results obtained with kinetic energy resolved electron detection with the results obtained with mass-resolved ion detection, it becomes clear that the two techniques yield complementary results. The photoelectron spectra are dominated by electrons deriving from the ionization of CO,, whereas mass-resolved ion detection reveals that the CO: ion is only a minor product of the excitation and ionization processes: the fragment ions CO+ and Of are formed in considerably larger abundances. The observation that the yields of CO+ and Of follow the (*IIg3/2,1,2)~f resonances of CO, on the three-photon level and that off-resonance no CO+ or 0' 'ions are generated, together with the apparent absence of electrons deriving from the ionization of CO and 0 in the photoelectron spectra of the ('II,3,2,1,2)~lf states would seem to indicate that the fragment ions result from dissociative absorption processes in the CO,+ ion.29~51*80 Such processes would require the absorption of at least six photons: four photons to ionize CO, and, subsequently, two photons to access the dissociative continua in the ionic manifold leading to the fragment ions. The dissociation into CO' ions is accompanied by the production of 0 atoms in most probably the 2s22p4 3Pg,1,2 or 2s"2p4 'Dh state. The dissociation into Of ions is accompanied by the generation of CO fragments in their X 'Z,+ ground state. As concluded previously, the ionization of these neutral fragments is not observed because an additional four photons would need to be absorbed.
The assignments of the (211,,,2)4f photoelectron spectra as well as the procedure described above have been used to assign the remaining photoelectron spectra in a similar way. The ("131,3d f 6 and ( 'I11,,,,)7f photoelectron spectra shown in Figs. 11 and 13 and tabulated in Tables IX and XI, respectively, also show long progressions based on the symmetric stretch wl. The progression in the (2n,3/2)6f spectrum can be observed up to u t= 16 and fitting of the vibrational energies as described above for the (2ng1,2>4f state (Es,,, is now set to Oj results in values for w1 and x t1 of 0.158 and -1.2X 10v3 eV, respectively.
The w, activity in the photoelectron spectra of (2nR1,2)4f is observed for the partially resolved rotational structure on the high energy side of (2111g1,2)4f in the excitation spectrum. As these structures are also. observed in the excitation spectra of the (211,s]Z)4.f and (211,3,2,,,,jsf states, 0, activity might have been expected in these photo-
The photoelectron spectra and their assignments obtained in the present high-resolution REMPI-PES study on the (211g3/2,1,2)4f and (2nI,3,2,~,,)5f Rydberg states differ in several important aspects from the previous low-resolution (3+ 1) REMPI-PES studies of In these studies photoelectrons were assigned deriving from a (3+2) process terminating on the C "2: 'ionic state. Such ionization processes have detinitely not been observed in the present study. Given the observation of the previous study that these processes were enhanced when tuning to the sharp resonances at the high-energy side of the molecular (211R1,2)4f resonance," and given our conclusion that these sharp resonances should be attributed to atomic carbon, we feel that as the result of the low resolution these photoelectron peaks have not been assigned correctly. Wu et al. also tentatively came to the conclusion that ionization processes might occur to a hitherto unobserved ionic state." Electrons that can be attributed to. such processes are not observed in the present study. Finally, the long progressions observed in the (3 + 1) RFNPI-PES studies of Wu et al. were to a major extent assigned to even u3w3 progressions.51 Our high-resolution photoelectron spectra do not allow for the assignment of such progressions. In contrast, it is observed that the dominant progressions present in the photoelectron spectra are based on the symmetric stretch vibration wt. TABLE V. Observed peaks and vibrational energies in the photoelectron spectra obtained at the (21T,,,2)4f origin transition for one-photon energies of 34 771, 34 781, 34 791, 34 804, and 34 811 cm-t. In the photoelectron spectrum obtained with a one-photon energy of 34 811 cm -' the (ut ,1,0) progression, which nearly coincides with the (ur-2,0,2) progression, may be present. The Iisted progressions are present in all five traces of Fig. 7 . The absolute energies given are obtained from the photoelectron spectrum measured at one-photon energy of 34 771 cm-'. (a) Additional peaks observed in the photoelectron spectrum obtained with a onephoton energy of 34 771 cm-'. (b) Additional peaks observed in the photoelectron spectrum obtained with a one-photon energy of 34 791 cm". (c) Additional peaks observed in the photoelectron spectrum obtained with a one-photon energy of 34 811 cm-'.
Observed electron
Observed 'l&(1,1,2) coincides with 2Hst,2(4,0,0) 211g(2,1,2) coincides with 'llzI,,,a(5,0,0) LIT,(3,1,2) 211J4,1,2) c(2s*2pZ3Pg ,,,2-+2s22P 2Pf,2,3,2)-
E. One-photon ionization peaks
When the kinetic energies of, for instance, the "~~3,,(0,0,0) photoelectron peaks are monitored over a wide range of photon energies, they follow the following equation:
(~kin)3/2(0,0,0)=4.~~hoton-~E,
with IE = 13.776 eV, where all variables are given in eV. 1.941 I .838 a2s"2p" 3P;,,,2-r2s22p 2P;,2,3,2) 1.770 peak 3; see the text 1.597 peak 2; see the text 1.320 0.704 peak 1; see the text
The slope 4 results from the fact that the ionization process requires four photons, while IE is the lowest CO, X 21183,2 ionization energy. When the same procedure is followed for the peaks labeled l-5 in Figs. 6-14, it turns out that their kinetic energies can be fitted to Peak 1: (Ekin)l=l mEphoton-3-627r i24 Peak 2: (Ekin)2= 1 .E,,,,,,-2.757, i2b)
Peak 3: (Ekin)s= 1 ~Ep~,t,,-2.594, 1~~~,,~3,0,3) peak 4; see the text C(2s'2pZ 3PgJ2+2s22p 2P';,z,3,2) peak 3; see the text peak 2; see the text peak 1; see the text ,,,(1,0,1) 2~~I,,,,vm2) 21T, (o,2,2)2~p,,,,,K2n,,,,,3 ,2 "IT,,,,mm peak 5; see the text 0.818 2~,(2,2,2)2~,,,2,K?n,,,,,,,* ~II,,,,~4,0,1) i24
The first step in the fitting procedure consisted of varying both the slope and the offset. From this it was established that the slope is a number close to 1 (?O.OS). In the second step the slope was fixed at 1 in order to obtain an accurate 'n,(o,2,o) "~,,,,,KzIT,,,,,, 'IIsI, , , , (0, 0, 2) possibly from (211,,,,)6f *IIscI,,,,j1,0,2) possibly from (*II,&6f '&.,,,(2,0,2) possibly from (211,3,2)6f 'l&(5,0,0) possibly from (211s3,2)6f.
2~E~~~~6W) possibly from ~2~,3~2K5f peak 5; see the text zIIs3,2(8,0,0) possibly from (2111g3,2)6f peak 4; see the text peak 3; see the text peak 2; see the text peak 1; see the text value for the offset. Equations (2a)-(2ej indicate that these photoelectron peaks result from the ionization of a highly excited species by _a one-photon ionization process. The onephoton ionization peaks can only be seen in the photoelectron spectra under relatively high laser power conditions and are therefore not observed in photoelectron spectra obtained for ionization via the CO, ('ITfi3&4f, (21'I, 1, 2) 4.f, and ('lYlR3&6f Rydberg states where the regular CO, signals dominate the spectra. Moreover, it is observed that they have in most cases significantly larger widths than the regular CO, peaks (see, for example, Fig. 12 ) and sometimes show more structure (see, for example, Fig. 14, peaks 2 and 3) . A study of the excitation wavelength dependence of the one-photon ionization photoelectron peaks is largely restricted by the high laser powers that need to be used, but it would appear that their intensities only follow the CO2 (211,)nf resonances to a limited extent. The only clue available for establishing the origin of these one-photon ionization photoelectron peaks is given by the offsets found in equations (2a)-(2ej. The offset represents the energy difference between the unknown ionization limit and the unknown excited state from which ionization takes place by one-photon absorption. Since it is not known from which species the photoelectron peaks arise, we have tried various possibilities, similar to the procedure adopted in the assignment of the regular photoelectron peaks as has been described earlier.
In a previous REMPI-PES study on the Rydberg states of methyl iodide photoelectron peaks have been observed with a similar one-photon ionization behavior.5" In this case it was suggested that this process finds its origin in the mix-ing of 6p and 7s character into higher-lying Rydberg states. If we assume a similar mixing of Rydberg states as the origin for the one-photon photoelectrons in CO, we should be able to relate the offsets in Eqs. (2a)-(2e) to known highly excited states of CO,. Such does not appear to be possible.
Similarly, it is found that a meaningful and consistent overall assignment cannot be obtained under the assumption that the photoelectrons derive from the ionization of highly excited carbon and/or oxygen atoms to the lower lying ionic states of these atoms. Such an assignment would moreover be at odds with the observed large widths (in some cases as large as 90 meV) of the photoelectron peaks, since atomic ionization would be expected to give rise to peaks in the photoelectron spectrum with the spectrometer limited width of about 15 meV.
Recently ion-pair dissociation according to CO~*(Rc)~CO'(X 2l$') + O- ("P&,,,) has been observed to occur.42 The electron affinity of the oxygen atom is 1.462 eV,'l which would imply that ionization of O-(2Pi 'n,& might occur by a one-photon absorption process. None of the one-photon ionization photoelectron peaks matches, however, such a process and we thus conclude that ion-pair dissociation with subsequent ionization of O-is not observed in our experiments.
When we assume, on the other hand, that the CO molecule is responsible for the presence of the one-photon ionization photoelectron peaks, it turns out that the five peaks can be related to one-photon ionization processes of lower Rydberg states of CO to the X 2Z +( u ') continua.78'82 These tentative assignments are given in Table XIII . Rotational excitation within these highly excited CO Rydberg states could be responsible for the large widths of the one-photon ionization photoelectron peaks.
The assignments of Table XIII all concern strong Au =0 ionization processes, i.e., the vibrational quantum numbers of the neutral and ionic states are the s&me, except for the weak peak 2, which can only be assigned to a Au = + 1 ionization process. This would seem peculiar as the Au =0 photoelectron peak of the same transition cannot be observed. From the lowest energy thresholds for dissociation processes leading to the CO fragments it Can be concluded that at least four photons are required to produce the fragments responsible for peaks 1-3, while peaks 4 and 5 can only occur if at least five photons are absorbed.
F. Two&or experiments
In the preceding sections we have observed that the photoelectron spectra obtained with (3 + 1) REMPI-PES VZLZ the (211,~,2,1,2>nf Rydberg states exhibited dramatic variations from state to state. Such behavior might in principle arise at either the three-photon'level, i.e., it could find its origin in differences-in the electronic character of the various Rydberg states or in the dyrititiic processes occurring at this energy level, or at the-four-photon level, where autoionization and (pre)dissociation could be, of crucial importance. In order to investigate the relative influence of the three-and fourphoton levels on the measured photoelectron spectra we have performed two-color REMPI-PES experiments. r 'IT, , , , &40>5) 2~g~,,W',2) peak 5; see the text 'I1,,,,(%0,2) 2~g3,2@,o,o) "iT,,,,@,0.0) peak 4; see the text "I1,,,,(7,02) peak 3; see the text peak 2; see the text In these experiments two photons of the first color v and one photon of the second color v' are used to resonantly excite a (21Ts3,z,1,2)nf Rydberg state, which is subsequently ionized by the absorption of a fourth photon of either color. Since the ionizing photon can have an energy of either h v or hv', the two-color photoelectron spectrum is in principle the composite of two separate photoelectron spectra:
Ekin,2=(2h~+hv')+hv '-IE, .iW where IE stands for an ionization energy. Since the transition probability for excitation scales roughly as 1'( v) ; I( v' ) and, hence, higher laser powers are required for color v than for v', one would expect the contribution of process (3a) to be larger than that of process (3b). Indeed, similar two-color (3+ 1) REMPI-PES experiments on excited states of the krypton atom clearly demonstrated the dominance of process (3a). In the case of krypton the variation of Z(v) and I(v') allowed for the suppression of the contribution of process (3b), although it always remained present to some extent. If we assume for the moment that process (3a) dominates the ionization dynamics, two experiments c.an be performed, which separately probe the influence of the nature of the three-and four-photon levels. In a constant ionic state TABLE XII. Observed peaks and vibrational energies in the photoelectron spectrum obtained at the ('KiI,,,,) 7f origin transition at a one-photon energy of 36 340 cm-'.
Observed electron
Observed vibrational energy (eV) energy ( 'n8 ,,#W2) peak 5: see the text peak 4; see the text peak 3; see the text peal 2; see the text (CIS) experiment the photon energies hv and hv' are scanned simultaneously in such a way that the three-photon level is scanned over a resonance, while at the same time the four-photon level remains constant. Alternatively, in a constant excited state (CES) experiment h v and h v' are scanned such that the three-photon level remains at a constant energy, whereas the four-photon level changes. Photoelectron spectra obtained in the CIS and CES mode consequently may elucidate the role of the three-and four-photon levels, respectively. If the vibrational branching ratios upon ionization are predominantly determined by processes at the four-photon level, the CES photoelectron spectra are expected to exhibit major variations, whereas the CIS photoelectron spectra should remain more or less the same. If processes at the three-photon level, on the other hand, are responsible for the vibrational branching ratios, the reverse can be expected. In our one-color REMPI-PES experiments we have observed that the photoelectron spectra obtained for (3 + 1) ionization via the (211r,,,2)4f Rydberg state are characterized by a dominant Au=0 transition with a limited contribution of ionization to vibrationally excited ions. Ionization via the (211,1,2)4f Rydberg state, on the other hand, results in a large vibrational activity in the photoelectron spectra, which is moreover rapidly changing as a function of the excitation wavelength. We have therefore performed CIS and CES experiments on COZ at the three-and four-photon levels pertinent to excitation and ionization of the (211,,,Z,,,,)4f manifold. In these experiments the ('ns3&4f Rydberg state is excited by two-color excitation, while ionization according to process (3a) subsequently occurs in the four-photon energy region previously accessed in the one-color REMPI-PES experiments on the (2111,r,2)4.f Rydberg state. If dynamic processes at the one-color four-photon level of the (2ns1,2)4f state would be responsible for the non-Franck-Condon ionization behavior via this state, then one expects that the tWO-COlOr photoelectron Spectra via the (*~,a,z)4f state will demonstrate a vibrational activity different from the one-color photoelectron spectra via this state, and, more importantly, strongly depend on the energy of the two-color four-photon level.
By scanning one of the two photon energies and collect-* ing all electrons irrespective of their kinetic energies it was confirmed that the two-color excitation spectra are very similar to the one-color excitation spectrum of Fig. 1 . This indicates that all resonant molecular features in this excitation spectrum derive from the three-photon level, since all other photon levels are now different from the ones of the onecolor experiment. Dobber, Buma, and FIG. 15. Two-color photoelectron spectra forming a CES series. The threephoton level is fixed at the (2rII,s,2)4f origin resonance at 104 187 cm-', while the four-photon level is at 139 120 cm-' in the lowest trace and 139 250 cm-' in the uppermost trace. Every trace upwards increases the four-photon level by 10 cm-'. The spectra have been recorded at a fixed retarding voltage of -2.5 V. The photoelectron peaks labeled with an asterisk derive from ionization to the vibrationless X 'II, ionic state according to process (3b) (see the text).
As a result of the low signal intensities it was not possible to measure the photoelectron spectra in these CIS and CES two-color experiments in our standard fashion, i.e., by varying the retarding voltage on the flight tube. We have therefore recorded the spectra by transformation of the timeof-flight (TOF) spectra using a fixed retarding voltage of -2.5 V. This implies that only electrons with kinetic energies larger than about 2.5 eV can be detected. The photoelectron spectra obtained in this way show peaks with significantly larger widths and thus less resolution than in the normal photoelectron spectra, but, as will be shown, it is still possible to monitor the relative changes in the spectra quite well.
A series of CES photoelectron spectra is shown in Fig.  15 . The three-photon level in these spectra is fixed at the excitation energy of the ('II, , , , j4f Rydberg state at 104 187 cm-I, which would correspond to a one-photon energy of 34 729 cm-' in the one-color experiments, while the fourphoton level is at 139 120 cm-' in the lowest trace and 139 250 cm-' in the uppermost trace. Each vertical trace increases the four-photon level by 10 cm-', which is thus scanned across the four-photon level accessed in the onecolor experiments on the (z'II,i12)4f Rydberg state. The photoelectron peak to the right in the photoelectron spectra of Fig. 15 can be assigned to the transition to the unresolved vibrationless spin-orbit components of the lowest ionic The three-photon level is thus scanned over the ("III,s,z) 4f origin resonance. The photoelectron peaks labeled with an asterisk derive from ionization to the vibrationless X *II, ionic state according to process (3b) (see the text). On the right-hand side, on the same horizontal level the one-color~ photoelectron spectra with corresponding three-photon levels, but different four-photon levels are shown. The spectra have been recorded at a fixed retarding voltage of -2.5 V.
state, 'I$, by process (3a) . As yet, we have assumed that the photoelectron spectrum can be well described by process (3a). Under the experimental conditions of full laser power necessary to obtain these spectra it is, however, to be expected that process (3b) cannot be neglected. Indeed, analysis of the photoelectron spectra in Fig. 15 demonstrates that the peaks marked with an asterisk can only be assigned consistently under the assumption that they derive from ionization to the 'II, ionic origin by process (3b). We notice that process (3b) also results in CES spectra, although a different part of the ionization continuum is addressed, namely from 138 507 cm-' in the lowest trace to 138 247 cm-' in the uppermost trace. As a result of the lower resolution, the assignment of the photoelectron peaks other than the transitions to the ionic origins by processes (3a) and (3b) is more difficult. Only the two .peaks around 3.1 eV can be assigned with reasonable confidence. to the transitions to the 211 8 (0,0,2) and 211J0,1,2) ionic levels by process (3a). Figure 16 . (left-hand side) shows a series of photoelectron spectra obtained in the CIS mode. In these spectra the four-photon level according to process (3a) is fixed at 139 220 cm-', corresponding to the one-color four-photon level of the (211,,,z)4f excitation. The three-photon level changes, from 104 131 cm-' in the bottom trace to 104 231 ' cm-' in the uppermost trace, by increments of 10 cm-i, i.e., . the (21Yl, , , 2j4f resonance is scanned. Process (3b), which is again prominently present as can be deduced from the photoelectron peak around 3.4 eV marked with an asterisk, can in this case not be considered to give rise to either CIS or CES spectra, since both the three-and four-photon levels change. For comparison Fig. 16 (right-hand side) shows the one-color photoelectron spectra when the three-photon energy is scanned over the (2n,,,,)4f resonance. Left-and right-hand traces on identical horizontal levels correspond to the same three-photon levels, but the four-photon levels are different.
Even though not all of the photoelectron peaks in the CIS and CES photoelectron spectra can be assigned conclusively, a qualitative inspection of Figs. 15 and 16 already demonstrates a large difference between the influence of the three-and four-photon levels on the vibrational branching ratios. The spectra obtained in the CES mode exhibit dramatic changes, which are most apparent in the relative intensities of the ionic origin and the peaks which have been tentatively assigned to the 'I&(0,0,2) and 'l&(0,1,2) levels by process (3a). The photoelectron spectra in the CIS mode, in contrast, remain more or less the same. This indicates that the ionization ,dynamics are to a major extent determined by processes at the four-photon level.
IV. DISCUSSION
The results of the one-and two-coIor REMPI-PES stud-' ies discussed earlier demonstrate unambiguously that (3 + 1) REMPI via the (2111,s,2,112)nf Rydberg states results in ionization processes which are to a major extent determined by what occurs at the four-photon level. Moreover, the observation of multiphoton ionization of fragments has enabled the identification of the electronic states in which such fragments are formed and might contribute to an understanding of the dissociation processes occurring at various photon levels. In the following it will be shown that our experimental data are in agreement with a priori expectations that the direct ionization pathway of (211,s,2,,,2)nf Rydberg states should give rise to a dominant AU =0 propensity. The flagrant deviations from this behaviour observed in several photoelectron spectra will subsequently be ascribed to autoionization processes which can effectively compete with the direct ionization pathway. The observation of strong transitions to the "forbidden" odd levels of the degenerate bending and asymmetric stretch vibrations in the X 211, ionic state will highlight the various vibronic coupling mechanisms, to which the ionic manifold is subject.
A. l'vlolecular ionization processes a
As discussed in Sec. I, CO2 has various valence states which have been predicted in a number of theoretical studies to be located well below the lowest (2n,,,2,,,,>4f Rydberg states.7-" The influence of these valence states on the higher lying np and nf Rydberg states has been investigated in detail by Cossart-Magos et aZ. I2 From this study it is known that the np Rydberg states interact strongly with valence states of the same symmetry resulting in diffuse band shapes J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 101, No. 11, I December 1994 indicating short lifetimes for all np Rydberg states, except for the 3p7r, "8; transition, which shows rotational resolution in one-photon absorption studies.4Y6 In the energy region of the present study several np states (n>S) are expected but not observed, which might imply that the predissociation rates of these states are so large that ionization by additional one-photon absorption does not compete effectively. The (3 + 1) REMPI-PES spectra via the 3p states investigated by Wu et al. show long vibrational progressions which might derive in part from such interactions.51 In contrast to the np Rydberg series, the nf Rydberg series can be observed in the excitation spectrum with several narrow, partially resolved, rotational features up to high values of the principal quantum number in both the one-photon absorption12 as well as the present REMPI study. The narrow, partially resolved rotational structures indicate relatively long lifetimes for these states. Furthermore, the one-photon excitation spectra of Cossart-Magos et al. demonstrated that the quantum defect of the members of the nf Rydberg series is almost constant. These observations indicate that the nf-' series is unperturbed, or at least considerably less perturbed than the np Rydberg series, by the lower lying bound or dissociative valence states. We therefore do not expect that photoelectron spectra via the (211,,2,,,2>nf Rydberg series will be influenced by coupling with valence states.
The nf Rydberg series are described in the (d2,jnf coupling scheme in which the nf Rydberg electron is almost completely decoupled from the molecular axisi The nf Rydberg series under investigation in the present study converge to the lowest X 211,s,2,1,2 ionic states. The similarity of the potential energy surfaces of the (21T,,12,,,2) n.f Rydberg states and the X *II,,,,+,,, ionic states would lead one to infer that the ionization process will occur with a Au =0 propensity, i.e., the change in vibrational quantum numbers in going from the lower excited state to the upper ionic state should be zero. Such behavior is indeed what is principally observed in the photoelectron spectrum of the (2rI,,,2)4flA state ( Fig. .B and Table VI ). This photoelectron spectrum shows a very small vibrationless origin and a dominant contribution from ionization to the "11,,,2(1,0,0) ionic level. Quite in contrast to this photoelectron spectrum and our a priori expectations we observe long vibrational progressions extending to well over 1 eV in the (3 + 1) REMPI-PES spectra via other nf Rydberg states. All CO; vibrations are active in the spectra of and 211, (vl , O, O) progressions can be observed up to very high values of u , : u t = 14 in the C2~,~~2Hf and u,=16 in the (2111,s,2)6f photoelectron spectra.
In a (3+ 1) REMPI experiment spurious resonances at the one-or two-photon level can in principle influence the photoelectron spectra. The valence states mentioned before are expected at energies that correspond approximately to the two-photon level in our experiment. (2+2) or (2+l+ 1) REMPI processes could therefore contribute to the photoelectron signals. Since no evidence for such processes can be found in either the excitation spectrum or in the power dependence of the photoelectron spectra of Figs. 6-14 , such an explanation for the observed deviations from Franck-Condori behavior in the photoelectron spectra can be ruled out.
The photoelectron spectra obtained with two-color excitation of the (2111gs,2)4f Rydberg state provide strong evidence that processes occurring at the four-photon level are of crucial importance for an explanation of the non-Franck-Condon behavior. A similar conclusion was reached in the (3 + 1) REMPI-PES study of Wu et al., in which several explanations for the observed deviations from the Au =0 behavior were considered.51 From the absence of a laser power dependence of the photoelectron spectra it was inferred that autoionization and dissociation processes on the four-photon level were responsible for these deviations.52 Our results using picosecond excitation independently corroborate this scenario, since no fundamental differences could be observed between the photoelectron spectra obtained with nanosecond and picosecond excitation, even though considerably higher peak powers were used in the picosecond excitation experiments.
The four-photon level is therefore expected to play an important role in the photoelectron spectra. Within 6 eV above the lowest electronic CO:(X 'II,) state three electronically excited ionic states can be found, viz., A 'II,, B "2,') and C '2:. The neutral Rydberg states converging to each of these limits, denoted by R, , Rs , and R, respectively, have been the subject of numerous studies, based on nonresonant one-photon absorption in combination with photoelectron spectroscopy32,33 or resonant one-photon absorption in combination with different detection techniques. 24,28-31*34-44 On the basis of these studies we can conclude that in the present work we access an energy region at the four-photon level close to the A 211, (u:=O-7) ionic limits, where the density of Rydberg states converging to these limits can be expected to be particularly high. Moreover, the one-photon excitation studies show that in this energy region also Rydberg states are present which converge to the B '2: (u : =O,l) ionic limits as well as a few Rydberg states converging to the C 'C,+ ionic limit. In the previous one-photon studies such neutral superexcited states were excited by one-photon absorption from the X ' Cl ground state of CO,. It is important to realize that in the present study excitation can in effect be considered as a one-photon exci: tation from the (211,3,2, l12jnf Rydberg states. As a consequence we do not necessarily excite the same R, , R,, and R, superexcited states as in the one-photon excitation studies from the ground state.
Because of the high state density at the four-photon level, the photoelectron spectra may change rapidly as a function of the photon energy as different close-lying superexcited states exert their influence. The (21'I,,,2)4f photoelectron spectra may in this respect serve as an example. The four-photon level in this case is close to the R, TO (n=9,ui= 1) andHenning sharp R, (n=5,u,=O) levels.29 As the photon energy is increased (Fig. 7) , various superexcited states, which might converge to different ionic limits, come into (near) resonance and the photoelectron spectra change rapidly, showing for example an increasing w, activity.
Dobber, Buma, and de Lange: Rydberg states of carbon dioxide B. Processes occurring at the four-photon level autoionization would give rise to vibrational progressions
The question that naturally arises is how we can ratio-based on wr. Such autoionization processes might well exnalize the main characteristics of our photoelectron spectra, plain the long vibrational progressions observed in the phoi.e., the long wt progressions and in some cases the unusually toelectron spectra via the (2H,,,z)4f and (21'Ig3/2)6f Rydintense "forbidden" transitions to ungerade vibrational lev-berg states. In the first instance one would be tempted to els in the lowest ionic state X 2H,, on the basis of processes correlate the four-photon levels associated with these excitaoccurring in neutra1 superexcited states. Several one-photon tions with the excitation energies of R, states determined in excitation studies indicate that electronic autoionization and one-photon excitation studies. We emphasize, however, once neutral dissociation are two decay channels of the CO, su-again that it is very probable that other RA states are excited perexcited states which may manifest themselves in the present study, since excitation effectively is performed prominently.'g*31-j4 In low-resolution photoelectron spectra with the (211g3,2,1,2jnf Rydberg state as the initial state inobtained after one-photon excitation of superexcited states in stead of the ground state. Indeed, we find that, while the the energy region that corresponds to our four-photon level four-photon level of the (zHgii2)4f excitation is (near! resovibrational progressions, based mainly on the 'H,(u I ,O,O) nant with the R, TO (n = 9,~ i = 1) state, the four-photon progression, are present. 3'33,39,41*43 The observation that the level of the (211,3,2j f 6 excitation is not close to any known intensities of the photoelectron peaks in these progressions R, Rydberg state.24'29 are in reasonable agreement with the Franck-Condon factors Alternatively, the w, progressions might result from disbetween the ionic ground state and the excited ionic state to sociation processes occurring in neutral superexcited states. which the neutral superexcited state converges indicates a In this case, however, one would expect to observe long central role for autoionization. A similar conclusion is progressions based on the asymmetric stretch vibration o3 as . reached on the basis of one-photon excitation spectra of this well. In the present photoelectron spectra such progressions energy region in which the A 'III,-+X 2H, and are not present. It seems consequently unlikely that dissocia-B 2s:-+X 2H, ionic fluorescence emissions are monitored, tion processes lie at the basis of the long wi progressions. and which are observed to be modulated by the R, , R, , and
While autoionization under the intluence of R, Rydberg R c series.36r37t44 Moreover, the same modulations are ob-states would appear to account satisfactorily for the observaserved when the A 'II-X 'C + emission of CO is moni-tion of long w, progressions, autoionization processes do not tored, demonstrating that dissociation is an important decay seem to be able to expIain the observation of strong transichannel as we11. 34,35*38,44 tions to the "H,(O,l,O) and 2H,(0,0,1) ionic levels, since The importance of autoionization also. becomes clear within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation transitions to from the threshold photoelectron and photoionization effi-odd levels of the ungerade vibrational modes are not allowed ciency spectra measured by Baer and Guyon. "' In this study in an even-photon ionization process. two types of autoionization were invoked to explain the mea-The 'l$(O,l,O) peak has been observed before in onephoton photoelectron spectra15-*8,21 and in a recent onesured excitation spectra: direct autoionization of Rydberg states converging to higher lying ionic limits-and resonance photon ZEKE-PFI study,47 but never with the intensity obautoionization of such states via neutral dissociative valence served in the present work. In He1 and NeI photoelectron states. The major difference between these two types of auto-spectra this peak has an intensity of only a few percent of the ionization is that in resonance autoionization a significant strongest peak, the "l$(O,O,O) vibrationless origin. '5-18,21 In amount (-8%) of zero kinetic energy electrons was observed the one-photon threshold photoelectron study of Baer and to be produced. In the present study it is not possible to Guyon this intensity rises to 26% of the "I&(0,0,0) peak. "' In observe electrons with a kinetic energy below 0.1 eV, and we the present work, however, we find that for some excitations can therefore not analyze our results in this respect. Disso-the 2111,(0,1,0j peak dominates the complete photoelectron . . ciative valence states might, however, be of importance in spectrum. The (2H,,,2)4f photoelectron Spectra (Fig. 7 ) the present study. These states cannot be excited directly as show, for example, a "I&(0,1,0) peak (at 3.431 eV), which is : the result of unfavorable Franck-Condon factors, but they twice as strong as the origin band. The photoelectron spec-I might very well influence the electronic character of the trum of the (211g1,2)6f state provides another example in i regular R,, R,, and R, Rydberg states. In the threshold which the 'Hg(O,l,Oj band (at 4.011 eV) has considerable studies of Baer and Guyon resonances have been observed intensity (Fig. 12) . which have been attributed to a long (0,u2,0) progression If the X 2111, ionic state would have a bent geometry, as deriving from a bent neutral valence state. Such states have suggested in the past,83 the selection rule mentioned would been invoked frequently and might also influence the present not be valid anymore. The ~0, vibration has at symmetry in study. 29, 41, 46, 47 the C2U point group and transitions to odd numbers of this From fluorescence spectroscopy on the CO: ion it is mode then become allowed. Recent calculations84 indicate, . known that the C-O distance in the A 'II, ionic state (1.2274 A) is considerably larger than in the X 'H, ionic however, that the four lowest electronic ionic states X 211,, A"JJ B2r+ and C "y + are all linear. The bent valence ground state (1.1769 A)?' As a result, the A "II,+X 2H, statesU mvokz previouzi might in this respect be of tluorescence spectra exhibit strong vibrational activity in the importance.29.41.46.47 If the neutral superexcited states insymmetric stretch vibration w, ." It can thus be expected that volved in autoionization proce~sses in the present study when a Rydberg state converging to the A 'H, ionic state would actually belong to this class of states, or be coupled to comes into (near) resonance in our experiments, electronic them, one might expect w, activity. However, the study of Baer and Guyon41 has shown that excitation of such a state from the ground state leads to an excitation spectrum with not only activity of w2= 1, but rather with a long progression in this vibration. For direct autoionization-processes to the ionic X 21'1, ground state one would conversely expect such a progressioh as well. In the photoelectron spectra of the (%,1,2)4f and ('II,,,,>Sf states, such progressions cannot be assigned. This would consequently seem to rule out an explanation of the intensity of w2=I on merely autoionization under the influence of bent valence states.
An alternative explanation of the strong %JO,l,O) activity involves vibronic coupling between the X 'rI and B '2: ionic states via the o2 bending vibration. 16,21,4%,47 In this mechanism the transition to *II,(O, 1 ,O),LL'C~:,~ gains intensity through the transition to the B 2):z(0,0,0) state. Transitions to the other components of the Renner-Teller quartet (24,5~2s %12, and hzZi& are expected to be weaker, because they are only allowed through the weaker transitions to the B 2~~(0,~2,0), v2=2,4... levels, as has been confirmed in. the ZEKE study of Merkt et CZZ.~~ The same vibronic interaction that couples the ionic states will also couple the neutral superexcited Rydberg states RB converging to the B '2: ionic limit to the X 'IJ,(O,l,O) ionic level plus the continuum electron. As a result of this vibronic coupling it can then be expected that autoionization of R, states, excited at the four-photon level in the present study, will lead to activity of the o2 vibration in the X 'II8 ionic ground state. The photoelectron spectra obtained for ionization via the (%,,,,)4f state (Fig. 7) , show an increasing o, activity as the photon energy is. increased. This is in nice agreement with the fact that the four-photon level is then approaching the (n = 5 ,v 1 = 0) member of the Henning sharp R, series.244.29 In the middle trace of Fig. 7 , the 211g(0,1,0) quartet is visible as two unresolved doublets, one containing the transitions to the j~'Zu:,~ and 2Au5,2 states (at 3.420 eV) and one containing the transitions to the 'Au3,? and K%;~,* states (at 3.404 eV). In the other traces this splitting is not as well resolved, presumably as the result of an uneven intensity distribution over the two doublets. In the photoelectron spectrum of the (*Itg1,2)6f state (Fig. 12 ) the *I&(0,1,0) quartet has an intensity which is about half the intensity of the transition to the ionic 'I& vibrationless origin. In this case, however, the splitting is not observed. From the energy difference with the ionic origin one would tend to conclude that the dominant intensity is in the doublet containing the 2Au3/2 and &,,, states. Irispection of the excitation energies of the ktlown Rydberg series converging to the B "Si ionic state reveals that at the four-photon level of the transition to the ("II,,,,) f 6 statethe(n=g,v,=O) memberofthe Henning diffuse R, series is closeby,24Z29 which might explain the o, activity. Following the same line of reasoning w2 activity would be expected as well in the photoelectron spectrum of the (*1Tg3&6f state (Fig. ll) , for which the fourphoton level coincides with the (n = 9, v 1 = 0) member of the Henning sharp R, series."4T29 Such activity is, however, not observed.
While transitions to the oZ=l level in the X "fi,, ionic state have been reported in other studies, the transition to the 03= 1 asymmetric stretch level in the X 211, has not been observed before in one-photon ionization studies from the grodnd state. In the present work this transition shows up with unprecedented intensity in several photoelectron spectra, most notably if ionization occurs via the (211,,,2)5f state ( Fig. 9) , where the intensity of the "l&(0,0,1) vibration (at 3.683 eV) is about a third of the 211g(0,0,0) transition (at 3.861 eV). The diode-laser absorption work of Kawaguchi has shown that the X 21T, and A 211, states in CO: are vibronically coupled via the o3 asymmetric stretch vibration.13 This vibronic coupling might lend intensity to the transition to the 21'1,(0,0,1) vibration.*6*'7>21 A possible mechanism that explains the 03= 1 activity in the photoelectron spectra of the present study involves a similar vibronic coupling between the R, superexcited states converging to the A 211, ionic limit and the X 211, ionic state plus the continuum electron. Once again, it can be expected that y activity in tbe photoelectron spectra is enhanced under the influence of an R, member excited at the four-photon level.
The previous discussion has. shown that the ionization process via (2ng3/2,1,2)nf Rydberg states in CO, is rather complex. Qualitatively speaking, the photoelectron spectra can be considered to result from two competing processes. On the one hand, a direct ionization process contributes which exhibits a dominant Au =0 behavior as has become apparent most clearly from the photoelectron spectrum obtained via the (2118112)4f 1: transition. On the other hand, the two-color photoelectron spectra have shown a dramatic dependence on processes at the four-photon level. Under the influence of autoionizing neutral superexcited states severe deviations from AU =O have been observed to occur. These deviations manifest themselves as long vibr%tional progressions in the symmetric stretch vibration and activity of "forbidden" vibrational levels in the X 'II, ionic state. One can reasonably account for such observations by invoking autoionization of Rydberg states converging to the A 211, ionic limit as well as vibronic couplings between the X 211, and the A 211, and B "2,' ionic states. However, elucidating the exact details of such processes is severely hindered by the fact that the states, which are accessible by one-photon excitation from (211,)nf Rydberg states, have not been studied as yet.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Three-photon resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization in combination with high-resolution photoelectron spectroscopy has allowed for a comprehensive study of the processes occurring in the (3f 1) ionization of the CO2 (211,3,2,1,2>nf Rydberg states. In agreement with the conclusions of previous (3+ 1) ionization studies on the (2Q-3,2,1,2j4f ad C2n g3/2,1,2)5.f states the photoelectron spectra obtained for ionization via the n=4-7 members show that strong deviations from the a priori expected Franck-Condon behavior may occur. The high resolution in the present study leads, however, to important reinterpretations, since our photoelectron spectra show that previous assignments of photoelectron peaks were not correct. The picture that emerges from our photoelectron spectra and from two-color REMPI-PES experiments, in which the influence of processes occurring at the four-photon level has been in-Dobber, Buma, and de Lange: Rydberg states of carbon dioxide vestigated, is one in which electronic autoionization competes effectively with direct ionization As a result, the photoelectron spectra in some cases exhibit long vibrational progressions in the symmetric stretch vibration o,, while in other cases the photoelectron peaks corresponding to the degenerate bending vibration w2= 1 and the asymmetric stretch vibration 03= 1 in the X %, ionic state show unprecedented large intensities. It is suggested that vibronic coupling within the ionic manifold may be a significant contributor to the activity of these two ungerade vibrations.
In the excitation spectra several resonances have been observed which are attributed to multiphoton excitation of atomic fragments. In particular, it has been shown that resonances previously assigned to four-photon excitation of autoionizing CO2 states in fact derive from (2f 1) REMPI of atomic carbon, which is produced almost exclusively from photodissociation of background gas under the high laser intensity conditions necessary in a (3 + 1) REMPI study on CO,. Additionally, we have observed for the first time (3 + 1) REMPI transitions starting from the 2s22p4 '0; state of atomic oxygen, deriving from the photodissociation of CO,, via states above the lowest atomic ionization energy. Finally, indications have been found in the photoelectron spectra that three-photon excitation and subsequent ionization of (211g3,2,1,2jnf Rydberg states of CO, results in the production of highly excited neutral CO molecules.
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